Microemulsion formulation for enhanced absorption of poorly soluble drugs. II. In vivo study.
Oral administration study of microemulsion formulations, which are known to improve the bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs, was performed using rats. Nitrendipine was used as a poorly soluble model drug, and its absorption was enhanced significantly by employing the microemulsion formulations compared to a suspension or an oil solution. The effect of the fed state on the oral absorption of nitrendipine became insignificant with the microemulsion formulations, although it affected the absorption from the suspension formulation significantly. The absorption behavior also varied with the type of surfactant. The absorption from Tween 80-based formulation was very rapid, while HCO-60-based formulation showed prolonged plasma concentration profile. However, the absorption from BL-9EX (polyoxyethylene alkyl ether)-based formulation was hardly observed. Damage to the gastrointestinal mucosa, which seems to be a serious problem of surfactant-based formulations, also differed with the type of surfactant employed. HCO-60 and Tween 80-based formulations were mild to the organs, while BL-9EX-based formulation caused serious damage. The behavior and absorption mechanism of the microemulsion formulations are discussed.